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Abstract. In this paper we use a technique of M. Hopkins to prove that the co-

homology of the finite Hopf subalgebra of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra generated

by Sq(2') with i < n , has A0-torsion bound 2n+1 - n - 2 for n > 1 .

I. Introduction

Let R be any commutative algebra and x £ R. An element y £ R is said to

be x-torsion if xky = 0 for some k. R has x-torsion bound m if xmy = 0

for any x-torsion y £ R. Let $in be the Hopf subalgebra of the mod 2 Steenrod

algebra generated by Sq(2') with i < n . For any graded Z2-algebra T, define

the cohomology of T to be H*>*(T) = Extjf.'*(Z2, Z2). Let h0 be the unique

nonzero element in Hl • l(s/„). In this paper we prove:

Theorem.  H*-*(s/n) has ho-torsion bound 2"+1 - n - 2 for n > 1.

Davis [1] proved that h%hi+l = 0 and /22'~'/îî+i / 0 in H*'*(sfi+l). So

H*'*(jrf„) must have an /¡o-torsion bound > 2"_1 . Thus the best possible ho-

torsion bound must lie somewhere between 2n_1 and 2"+1 - n - 2. While the

result of this paper does not provide the best possible bound, it dramatically im-

proves on those previously obtainable from the global torsion bounds computed

in [6] (see Table 1). The theorem correctly predicts the best possible /(o-torsion

bound for H*'*(stf\). For H*'*(s¡/2) the theorem gives a bound of 4, while

the best possible value is 3 (which can be determined from the description of

H*'*(sf2) given in [2]). The best possible ^o-torsion bounds for H*-*(s/n) are

not known for n > 3 . These bounds can be interpreted as upper bounds on the

height of finite /zo-towers in the usual diagram of H* <*(srfn) [2]. It is hoped that

this result will be valuable to others in computing the stable homotopy groups

of spheres via the Adams spectral sequence, whose ^-term is isomorphic to
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Table 1. Äo-torsion bounds for H* .)

n Bound from [6]

0 1

1 3

2 9

3 96

4 3,294

5 267,282

6 60,896,016

Bound from

Theorem I

1

4

11

26

57

120

the H*'*(s/„) through a range of dimensions [4].

II. Background

Let En be the normal exterior Hopf subalgebra of sén generated by {Q¡: i<

n} where Q¿ = Sq(0, ... , 0, 1) (the 1 in the (i + l)st place, e.g. go = Sq(l))
in the Milnor basis for sé [5]. Then H*'*(En) is a polynomial algebra on

generators v¡, i < n (corresponding to the Q¡). Since En is normal in sén ,

we can form the quotient algebra, stn/'¡E„ = s/n/(s/E„). This is isomorphic

as an algebra to $fn-\ via the map (of algebras, not graded algebras)

D:s/n_x^s/n//En

SqOi, r2,r3,.,.) h* [Sq(2r,, 2r2 , 2r3,...)],

where [x] means the equivalence class of the element x . The map is extended

linearly to an arbitrary element of £fa-i .

There is a change of rings map

^2,Z2)^Ext^*(j/„//JE„,Z2),

which is an isomorphism of graded Z2-modules. Thus Ext*j* (s/n//E„ , Z2) is

also isomorphic as a graded Z2-vector space to the Z2-polynomial algebra on

generators v,-, i < n (corresponding to the Q, in E„). Additionally, it is an

Ext^;*(Z2, Z2)-module with free ho action. All of this material can be found

in [3J.

III. Proof of the theorem

Define tn to be the top-dimensional class in s/n , i.e.

/„ = Sq(2"+l-l,2"-l,...,7,3, 1).

Then by the doubling isomorphism the highest nonzero grading in sán//En is

a Z2 generated by

£>(;„_,) = [Sq(2(2" - 1), 2(2"-' - 1), ... , 14, 6, 2)].

>: ExLt:*(
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Let H(n) = |Z>(f„_i)| = 2>'£i+j=n+l(2i'- l)(V - 1). Then we have nontrivial

maps

lH^s/n//En A X"(">Z2 I sf„//E„ ,

where £ denotes suspension. Define y to be the composition ß ° a. These

maps induce

Ext*j;(s/n//En , Z2) £ Ext^I^Z,, Z2) À Ext*j;ÇLH^s/n//En , Z2)

and the composite y* = a* o ß*.

Suppose there is some x € Ext*j*(sén/ /En , Z2) such that v*(x) = hg (and

thus /?*(x) = h™) and that y e H*>*(s/n) is /zo-torsion, that is, there is some

k such that h^y = 0. Then

ho • (y • x) = hoy • x — 0 • x = 0.

But Ext*j*(sé„l/En , Z2) has free /z0 action, so /?£ • (y • x) = 0 =>■ y • x = 0.

Therefore,

ho"y = yho" = yhGn=y ß*{x) = ß*(yx) = ß*(0) = 0,

where ' • ' indicates the action of an element on the module structure. So m is

an /to-torsion bound for H* • * (s/n ). Thus, to prove the theorem, it suffices to

show that for a given n , h™ is in the image of y*, where m — 2"+1 - n - 2.

Consider the minimal ^-resolution of sén//En : s/n//En <— Co *^- C\ «-!-■••

where Cs is a free js^,-module on generators denoted by all symbols of the form

g(m0, ... , mn) satisfying ¿2 mj< — s and m¡ >®, the map S is just the quo-

tient map (since Co = s/„), and the maps ôs are given by âs(g(mo, ... , m„)) —

J2"=oQig(tno, ... , m¿ - I, ... , m„) (and extended sén-linearly). We can also

suspend this resolution to obtain a resolution for ZHÎ-"ïs/n//En and will refer

to the suspended generators by the same names as the original generators, as

the meaning will be clear from context. Notice that in these resolutions the

generator g(s) yields the element hs0 in Ext. Thus it suffices to show that there

is a map of resolutions

2ZH^s/n//En    £   Z*O>C0    &   I"(">C,    &   ■■■

ï y I yo Ï y\

Stnl/En t Co h C, tL      ...

such that for some m0, ... , m„, ym(g(m)) = g(mo, ■■■ , m„) + other terms,

where m = 2n+ ' - n - 2 .

Let x be the canonical antiautomorphism of sé [5]. Define Sq(ri, ... , rn)

— 0 if r¡ < 0 for some i. Then it suffices to prove:

Lemma 1. There is a map of the above resolutions such that

7s(g(s)) =  J2 x Sq(2ri - 2m,, ... , 2r„ - 2mn)g(m0, ... ,mn),
"¡Lmj=s

where r¡ = 2"+l~' — 1.

Proof. We will proceed by induction on 5. Let g be the generator of sé„/ /En.

Then y(g) = [2i„_,] = [x2t„-i] and so we can define y0(g(0)) = x2tn-ig(0) =
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X Sq(2ri, ... , 2rn)g(0) where r¡ = 2n+i~' - 1. So the lemma is true for s = 0.

Now assume that the lemma is true for yJ_1 .

It is easy to see from the multiplication formula that

n

Sq(2r,, ... , 2rn)Qo = £ Q, Sq(2r,, ... , 2r, - 2, ... , 2r„),
;=0

(where we take Sq(si, ... , sk) = 0 if Sj < 0 for some j). Applying x to this

relation (and using the facts that x(ab) = x(b)x(a) and x(Qj) = Qj f°r anv
j) we obtain

n

Qox Sq(2r,, ... , 2r„) = ]T * Sq(2r, , ... , 2r, - 2, ... , 2rn)Q¡.
(=0

So for example

ßo*Sq(4,6,2)

= x Sq(4, 6, 2)ßo + X Sq(2, 6, 2)ß, + X Sq(4, 4, 2)Q2 + X Sq(4, 6)Q3.

Then

ys-i oôs-i(g(s)) = ys-i(Qog(s)) = Qo(Vs-i(g(s)))

= ôo    J2    ^Sq(2r, - 2mx, ... , 2rn - 2m„)g(m0, ... , m„)
Zmj=s-l

=    Yl    QoX$<l(2ri-2ml, ... ,2r„-2mn)g(m0, ... ,m„)
Zm,=s-l

n

=    5Z    YlxS(l(2ri -2mi, ... , 2r, -2m, -2, ... , 2rn -2m»)
ïm;=î-l ('=0

x Qig(m0, ■■■ ,mn)
n

= /L, X Sq(2r, - 2«, , ... , 2r„ - 2nn) ̂  (2/¿?(«o,...,«,- 1 ,-• -, "«)
Zfl/=j ;=0

= J2 xSq(2rt -2nx, ... , 2rn-2nn)6s_x(g(no, ... , n„))
~Lnj=s

= Ss-i     Yj XSq(2r. - 2«!, ... , 2r„ - 2n„)(g(n0, ... , nn))
\£nj=s

=  ¿5-1   °?s(g(s)).

Thus ym(g(m)) — g(0, r{, ... , r„) + other terms for

n n

V = Vi"?n+l-i_ n = 7"+l -n-7     nm = 5Zri = ^(2"+1-,'-l) = 2"+1 - n - 2.   D
;=1 i=l

Notice that there are no smaller powers of ho in the image of y*, and so

our bounds are the best possible in that sense.
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